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Abstract

Increasingly complex and rapidly changing software requirements have advanced the principles of adaptive software development. However, defining every potential problem scenario during the design phase that will require the system to adapt is difficult and time consuming. According to current research, defining new adaptation strategies for problems undefined during the design phase frequently requires engineers to modify the system’s programs, and occasionally to modify programs in the target system. This can include scenarios when the problem is not especially critical to the system. To avoid this situation in the future, we suggest a novel approach that enables Human Actors to create an adaptation strategy through our framework, GRAS (Generator for Runtime Adaptation Strategy). GRAS, which does not require programming, provides an interface and knowledge base enabling Human Actors to participate in the adaptation process and define new strategies. Each problem scenario the system encounters is defined as a Situation to resolve ambiguity, and managed by the applicable Situation Handler, which can be created in runtime with the aid of a Human Actor. With GRAS, a Human Actor with the proper domain knowledge for a system can define additional adaptation strategies, and is not required to be a
Introduction

As modern software systems become increasingly complex, the costs incurred to reconfigure, update and maintain the systems increase as well. As a solution for this issue, the concept of adaptive software is suggested [1]. An adaptive software system adjusts various artifacts or attributes in response to changes in the software itself, and also adjusts to changes in the system’s context at runtime to accommodate requirement changes. In recent years, considerable research has been performed to study adaptability [2], and various methodologies and frameworks have been suggested to enhance adaptive software development efforts [2][3][4][5][6][8][9][10][11][12].

Although a considerable amount of adaptive software research has been completed, building an effective and efficient adaptive system is an arduous task, because it is difficult to predict and define every problem that the system may be required to handle. For the problems omitted in the design phase, new adaptation strategies must be defined. However, it can be difficult to add functionality to software which has already been through the design, coding and testing processes. Current research efforts attempt to overcome this problem by referencing script code which defines adaptation strategies, or reconfiguring and linking the system to external adaptation engines. However, these approaches require a certain level of additional coding, which must be completed by programmers. Furthermore, current research suggests that implementing adaptation strategies to address previously undefined problems will require the system to be shut down and subsequently restarted, after the engineers complete the strategy’s implementation. This includes scenarios where the previously undefined problem is not sufficiently critical to force the system to abort. This process may require expensive wait time to terminate and restart the running system; in addition, it requires engineers to acquire domain knowledge for the system and learn the programming language for the script code. As a result, system engineers are required to be both domain experts and skilled programmers to successfully navigate this process.

To solve this problem, we suggest a new software engineering methodology for implementing new adaptation strategies into a system, while minimizing the effort required from system engineers. The system automatically executes the adaptation strategy for situations which are defined at design phase. Human Actors define new adaptation strategies through the interface of the proposed framework, for situations which could not have been anticipated by developers during the design phase. We suggest a process that can implement a system adaptation as a “Situation,” based on a set of attributes from the system environment. Subsequent-
ly, the adaptation is executed by ‘Situation handlers’ which are implemented as a class. If the system encounters a new, unknown situation, it utilizes a Situation Definer to notify a Human Actor of the current situation. The notification includes summarized information, and provides a list of operations which has been refined to assist the decision making process of the Human Actor. Specifically, a Human Actor can apply the summarized information from the notification to define a new strategy through the Controller interface, without actual programming. Applying this model, a Human Actor is not required to be a skilled programmer; they can define the adaptation strategy mainly by utilizing their domain knowledge for the system, thus minimizing their system management burden. We defined the framework for this approach as GRAS, Generator for Adaptation Strategy.

In section 2, an overview of the GRAS framework is provided. Section 3 explains the adaptation process of GRAS utilizing a smart lecture room case study. In section 4, assumptions and the current limitations for this research are described. Section 5 introduces other works related to our research domain, and Section 6 includes the conclusion for this paper and a discussion of future research projects.

2 Overview of GRAS framework

In this section, we present an overview of the GRAS framework. In this approach, each problem scenario to which the system should adapt is defined as a Situation. The system monitors data from its environment utilizing its sensor components, and obtains Attributes from the data. A Situation represents a meaningful combination of data which the system should recognize and manage. Each Situation is composed of Attributes which are monitored by sensor units. Situations are divided into Known Situations and Unknown Situations, based on the system’s adaptation capability. A Known Situation is a Situation that is identified and defined during the design phase, and provides the system with an adaptation strategy. Accordingly, the system can handle a Known Situation automatically during runtime. However, a system may encounter problem scenarios which are not defined as Known Situations. An Unknown Situation is a Situation omitted by the developers during the design phase; the system will not have a proper strategy for adaptation to the Situation.

To handle each Situation, GRAS utilizes a Situation Manager and Situation Handlers. A Situation Handler is a unit class that handles a single Situation detected by sensor units. Each Situation Handler contains a Situation name, Trigger operation, and Response operation. Situation name is an attribute which describes the name of the Situation to be handled. The Trigger operation checks a set of monitored Attributes utilizing defined conditional expressions. If all Attributes are true, it returns TRUE to the Situation Manager, indicating that the Situation Handler is the proper one for the encountered Situation. Otherwise, it returns FALSE. The Response operation executes the defined combination of
functional unit operations. It implements the system’s actual response behavior to handle the Situation.

![Figure 1. Overview of GRAS Framework](image)

Every Situation Handler is registered to its manager class, Situation Manager. **Situation Manager** is a system component which stores Situation Handlers as a list, and manages the adaptation process of the system. It can add a newly defined Situation Handler to its list. When an Attribute change is detected, it executes a **Validation loop** which subsequently executes the Trigger operation of every registered Situation Handler utilizing the current set of Attributes, to locate the proper Situation Handler.

Unknown Situations represent any problem scenario that cannot be handled by currently registered Situation Handlers. To handle an Unknown Situation, Human Actors must define a new adaptation strategy utilizing the Situation Definer, which creates a new Situation Handler. A Situation Handler can be created during runtime, thus providing the system with the capability to adopt a new adaptation strategy while processing. Every unhandled Unknown Situation is temporarily stored in the **Situation Pool**, and then transmitted to the Situation Definer. The **Situation Definer** is the main component enabling Human Actors to define a new adaptation strategy. The Situation Definer stores a database for refining raw Attributes and operations in the **Attribute Interpreter** and **Operation Interpreter**. The **Controller** interface provides the Interpreted data to a Human Actor, who
analyzes the Interpreted data and enters a new strategy into the interface. The \textit{Handler Creator} defines a Trigger Operation and a Response Operation utilizing the input provided by the Human Actor and creates a new Situation Handler.

3 Application of GRAS utilizing an example scenario

The GRAS adaptation process is divided into seven steps as described in Figure 1. In this section, we explain the GRAS process in detail, illustrated with example scenarios. Section 3.1 describes the abstract model of the smart lecture room, with two Situation scenarios that depict the GRAS process. Utilizing those examples, in Section 3.2 we explain each step of the adaptation and strategy creation process, to address problems that were not defined during the design phase.

3.1. Example model: Smart lecture room

To explain the adaptation process of GRAS, we modeled a smart lecture room system. Our smart lecture room manages the lecture room’s illumination, to attain the most comfortable lighting conditions for the room. By monitoring the status of the room’s computer, projector and light sensor, the system determines the lecture is in progress but the room is too bright to see the projector screen clearly. Accordingly, the system utilizes the window blinds and both front and rear lights to change the illumination. In another example, suppose the light sensor is inoperable and returns an abnormal value of -1 to the system. The system detects a change in an Attribute, but it cannot determine how to handle this Situation. In the next section, we explain the GRAS process utilizing these two scenarios.

3.2. Adaptation process of GRAS

\begin{figure}[h]
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\caption{Process view of GRAS}
\end{figure}

In this subsection, each step of the GRAS adaptation process described in Figure 1 is explained in detail. Figure 2 displays the execution flow of the process. Step 1 and Step 2 are common monitoring and analyzing processes for both Known Situations and Unknown Situations. Based on the analysis results, if the newly encountered Situation is a Known Situation, the process proceeds directly to Step 7 and the adaptation is executed. However, for an Unknown Situation, the system proceeds with Steps 3 through 7 to adopt a new adaptation strategy during runtime.
**Step 1. Detecting the Situation**

When the sensors detect a change in the Attributes they monitor, the system combines current Attributes into a structure instance. This Attribute set is transmitted to the Situation Manager, which is invoked to analyze it.

**Step 2. Analyzing the Situation**

After receiving the Attribute set, the Situation Manager executes the Validation loop for each registered Situation Handler. If one of the registered Situation Handlers returns TRUE from its Trigger operation, this indicates a matching Handler exists for the Situation, and the Validation loop returns that Situation Handler. The encountered Situation is defined as a Known Situation, thus the system jumps from Step 2 to Step 7 to execute an adaptation utilizing the matching Handler.

![Figure 3. Analyzing the Situation](image)

However, if none of the registered Situation Handlers return TRUE, the Validation loop fails, and the system defines the Situation as an Unknown Situation. Because we have narrowed the scope of Unknown Situations to represent non-critical problems which do not cause a system shutdown, the system maintains the status by utilizing a system status snapshot, which includes Attributes and the previously running Situation Handler. This status is maintained until the new Situation Handler is defined, or the system detects another Situation. Accordingly, the system proceeds with Steps 3 through 6 to define a new Situation Handler. In the first example, the S_Lecture_is_going_on Situation Handler returns TRUE for the Situation, and is subsequently handled by its Response operation. In the second example, however, there is no Situation Handler having a Trigger operation that returns TRUE for Lightsensor.intensity = -1; therefore, the Situation is considered to be an Unknown Situation. Figure 3 displays the example process.

**Step 3. Noticing Situation Definer**

The system stores the Attribute set in the Situation Pool and notifies the Situation Definer that a new Unknown Situation has occurred. If multiple Unknown Situations are currently in the Situation Pool, it applies the following algorithm to determine priority for the Unknown Situations.
GRAS: non-programming approach

- The Situation that occurred the most recently – this is the default and currently used
- The Situation that waited the longest time
- The Situation which has the lowest similarity to Known Situations.
- The Situation which has the highest similarity to Known Situations.

**Step 4. Refining the Attributes and operations**

The Situation Definer receives the highest priority Unknown Situation from the Situation Pool, and refines the provided Attributes and operations into a human readable form with a description. This refining process is performed by the Attribute Refiner and Operation Refiner components in the Situation Definer. The knowledge base for the refining process should be defined during the design phase’s requirements engineering process and provided to the components. Figure 4 describes the Attribute refining process based on the example scenario.

![Figure 4. Refining the Attributes and operations](image)

**Step 5. Decision making by a Human Actor**

The Situation Definer notifies a Human Actor regarding the Unknown Situation through the Controller interface and provides the Refined Attributes; in addition, it provides a list of refined operations to support strategy definition. A Human Actor can access both the refined interface for ease of understanding, and the raw interface for the detailed solution. The Human Actor determines the range or the value of the Attribute set to define a Situation, and selects available operations from a list to create a strategy for the new Situation. In the example scenario, the Human Actor considers the intensity of the Light sensor and the time from the Clock to define a new adaptation strategy. If the Light sensor is not working properly, and the current time of day is during daylight hours, the system should turn off all the lights and draw up the window blinds.

**Step 6. Creating a new Situation Handler**

Employing the input received from the Controller, the Situation Definer creates a new Situation Handler utilizing the Handler Creator component. It defines the Situation Handler’s Trigger operation utilizing the Attribute set, and defines the
Response operation from the combination of input operations. The Situation Definer registers the new Situation Handler with the Situation Manager. The Situation Manager determines if there is conflict between the new Handler and existing Handlers by checking for overlap in Trigger operation conditions; if no conflict is identified, it executes the Validation loop with the newly registered Situation Handler.

**Step 7. Executing adaptation**

The Situation Manager executes the Response operation of the Situation Handler returned by Validation loop from the previous Step (either Step 2 or Step 6). Operations of the functional units are executed in accordance to the Response operation, and the adaptation is completed. Utilizing the newly defined Situation Handler, the system can immediately execute an adaptation when it detects a comparable Situation in the future.

We have implemented the smart lecture room example utilizing a GRAS prototype. Figure 5 displays screenshots from the implementation. The prototype of the GRAS framework is currently implemented only in C#; however, except for the user interfaces (UI), the basic structure of GRAS can be implemented or refined in any Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) language.

![Figure 5. Implementation utilizing a GRAS prototype](image_url)
4 Assumptions and limitations

To apply GRAS’s human-aided adaptation process, there are some conditions that should be met by both system designers and the human resources managing the system. In designing the system, the complexity of operations utilized by functional units should be minimized, because these operations must be refined and sent to the Situation Definer component, to enable Human Actors to define new adaption strategies. The Situation Definer’s Controller interface, which allows Human Actors to access both the monitoring data and the available operation list, should be straightforward and easy to understand for the Human Actors. The Knowledge base utilized for refining the attributes and operations in the Situation Definer should be well defined in the requirement engineering process, to support the decision making of a Human Actor. A Human Actor who manages the system should be sufficiently educated about the system and its requirements. This system expertise will be required to understand the Controller interface and analyze the Unknown Situations encountered by the system.

Although all of these conditions may be met, there will be some limitations caused by human involvement. Human-aided processes require skilled engineers that possess system domain knowledge; therefore, costs will be incurred to educate and train these Human Actors. However, this requirement will reduce the time and funds available for training Human Actors to program scripts for implementing new strategies. Moreover, there is no guarantee that a Human Actor will always make the best decisions possible to manage the Unknown Situation. For this research, we operate under the assumption that the Human Actor who “understands the system well enough” through education can make “proper decisions” for the Situations encountered. Finally, if the monitoring data or available combination of operations is too complex, Human Actors, including those with the greatest amount of knowledge, may not be able to make a proper decision for an Unknown Situation. Excessive complexity may also result in reduced GRAS execution speed. To overcome these problems, the knowledge base in the Situation Definer should be well-defined, and Controller interface should be straightforward and well-organized.

5 Related works

Rainbow [2][3][4] is an architecture-based self-adaptive framework suggested in 2008; it remains widely researched by numerous adaptive software research groups. Rainbow utilizes probes and gauges to monitor target systems and utility functions to locate suitable adaptation strategies in its processes. It uses ACME to model the adaptive system architecture, and the Stitch language to script the adaptation strategy. MUSIC [5] is suggested for developing self-adaptive software in the mobile domain. It provides middleware support to configure target systems and utilizes modified UML for modeling. However, it has not been updated since
2010, and is currently not functioning. DiVA [12] is a requirement-based adaptation framework suggested in 2010. DiVA utilizes requirements documents to extract functional and non-functional requirement from the target system, and creates its own DiVA metamodel to construct adaptive systems. It provides DiVA Studio as an Eclipse plugin, but it has not been updated since 2011 and currently not functioning because its core component has been modified. Similar to DiVA, Souza et al. presented Zanshin [8][9][10][11] as a requirement-based adaptive framework in 2012. In Zanshin, initial requirements are the core of the adaptation process, and remain unchanged. They define two special requirements: the Awareness requirement and the Evolution requirement. The Awareness requirement is designed to monitor the process, and the Evolution requirement serves as an adaptation strategy in the process.

All the research mentioned above can execute adaptations only for defined strategies in defined processes. To manage undefined problems, they require additional programming to implement new adaptation strategies; for example, the Stitch language in Rainbow and the Evolution Requirement in Zanshin require engineers to perform basic programming tasks. Furthermore, to adopt newly defined strategies, the running system has to be shut down and restarted. In contrast, GRAS can execute the adaptation process utilizing the Situation handling routine for Known Situations; for undefined problems, Human Actors can add new strategies easily utilizing the Situation Definer without shutting down the system. The Controller interface provides a Human Actor with monitoring attributes and available operations utilizing a GUI interface; therefore, a Human Actor can successfully manage Undefined Situations by applying their domain knowledge about the system, and does not need to be a skilled programmer.

6 Conclusions

Utilizing GRAS, we suggested a novel approach for implementing new adaptation strategies without requiring programming or shutting down the system. First, we defined the concept of Situations to describe the scenarios to which the system should adapt. We defined the adaptation process, and described how Situations are handled by a Situation Handler registered with the Situation Manager. By clearly defining problem scenarios and the system reaction process with the Situation concept, our approach minimizes ambiguity in the adaptation process. To handle an Unknown Situation, which is a problem undefined during the design phase, a Human Actor participates in the adaptation process to define a new strategy utilizing the Controller interface. The system provides the attributes and operations refined by the Situation Definer, employing the knowledge defined in the requirement engineering process, to support the decision making of the Human Actor. Compared to other adaptive systems, a Human Actor can define adaptation strategy straightforwardly utilizing the Controller from the Situation Definer. After the adaptation strategy is defined, the system can apply the new
adaptation strategies to manage the undefined problem. Because the process for creating a new Situation Handler can be completed without programming, it is not necessary for the Human Actor to be an expert programmer, and mainly requires domain knowledge of the system.

We are currently implementing the complete version of the GRAS adaptation framework. In future work, we will verify the actual usefulness of our methodology through additional research. Furthermore, we will attempt to minimize the effort required of Human Actors and manage their limitations by devising a more effective interface for the Situation Definer.
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